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Abstract 

Purpose: A MR thermometry (MRT) method with field monitoring is proposed to improve the 

measurement of small temperature variations induced in brain MRI exams.  

Methods: MRT experiments were performed at 7T with concurrent field monitoring and 

radiofrequency heating. Images were reconstructed with nominal k-space trajectories and with 

first order spherical harmonics correction. Experiments were performed in vitro with deliberate 

field disturbances, and on an anaesthetized macaque in two different SAR regimes, i.e. at 50% 

and 100% of the maximal SAR level allowed in the IEC normal mode of operation. 

Results: Inclusion of magnetic field fluctuations in the reconstruction improved temperature 

measurement accuracy in vitro down to 0.02°C. Measurement precision in vivo was on the 

order of 0.15°C in areas little affected by motion. In the same region, temperature increase 

reached 0.2°C and 0.5°C after 20 minutes of heating for the 50% and 100% SAR scans, 

respectively. A temperature plateau as predicted by Pennes’ bioheat model was not observed. 

Conclusion: Inclusion of field fluctuations in image reconstruction was beneficial for the 

measurement of small temperature rises encountered in standard brain exams. More work is 

needed to correct for motion-induced field disturbances to extract reliable temperature maps. 

 

Key words: MR thermometry, field monitoring, radiofrequency heating, proton resonance 

frequency shift, ultra-high field. 
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Introduction 

Several MR thermometry (MRT) methods have been developed to monitor non-invasively 

temperature variations during thermal therapies (1) but also for RF heating evaluations (2). 

The proton resonance frequency shift (PRFS) method is based on the change of the water-

bound fraction with temperature that induces a local frequency shift of water spins proportional 

to temperature (3). In biological tissues with high water content, this shift is equal to -0.01 

ppm/°C, independently of the tissue considered (4). The sensitivity of the PRFS method 

increases with the magnetic field and reaches -3 Hz per 1°C at 7T. PRFS is reputed as the 

most accurate MRT strategy available (5), especially to assess small temperature changes (6). 

It is nevertheless impaired by external sources of frequency shift (e.g. B0 field drift, breathing, 

cardiac pulsation and limb motion for brain MRT), that can be extremely severe, especially at 

high magnetic field, thus counterbalancing the amplified frequency shift versus temperature 

with field strength. In addition, since temperature mapping is generally computed from a phase 

difference by subtracting a reference phase map acquired before heating, the PRFS method 

is also very sensitive to motion (7). Several solutions have been proposed to overcome these 

problems (1,8). For instance, self-referenced approaches derive the reference phase 

information from the same image as the one used for temperature measurement. This 

information can be inferred from surrounding non-heating voxels for thermal therapy MRT 

applications (9,10), or from fatty tissues provided lipid temperature-induced susceptibility 

changes are negligible (11). Other methods make use of reference phase maps and correct 

bias with approaches such as navigator echoes (12), FID navigators (13,14), multi-baseline 

reconstruction (15) and post-processing algorithms (16,17).  

During an MR exam, the temperature rise in the brain induced by radiofrequency (RF) 

exposure must be such that absolute temperature remains below 39°C and temperature rise 

in the eyes must not exceed 1°C according to International Electrotechnical Commission 

guidelines released in 2010 (18). The gold standard for absolute temperature prediction is 

Pennes’ bioheat equation (19): 

𝜌𝐶 = ∇𝑘. ∇𝑇 + 𝑘∇²𝑇 + 𝑄 − 𝐵(𝑇 − 𝑇 ) + 𝜌𝑆𝐴𝑅    [1] 

Where ρ is the tissue density (kg/m3), Cp the specific heat capacity (J/kg/K), T the absolute 

temperature (K), k the thermal conductivity (W/m/K), Q the metabolic heat generation (W/m3), 

B the perfusion coefficient (W/m3/K), Tb the arterial blood temperature (K) assumed constant 

at 37°C in this model, and SAR (W/kg) the specific absorption rate corresponding to RF power 

deposition. In this equation, the first term on the right-hand side can often be neglected 

because of relatively similar thermal conductivities in brain tissues. Heat diffusion being a slow 

process (characteristic length 𝑙 = 6𝑘𝑡 𝜌𝐶⁄ ≈ 2𝑐𝑚 for grey matter after 10 minutes), the 
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diffusion term can also be neglected for short heating times and smooth temperature profiles, 

whereby temperature increase is linear with SAR and time. In phantom measurements with a 

head coil (20), this linear approximation remained valid even for up to 10 minutes. For longer 

heating times, the action of diffusion superimposes to the one of perfusion and acts as a 

Gaussian smoothing kernel. It was furthermore shown that the actions of perfusion and 

diffusion could be alternated to speed up computation and still reach good accuracy (21). As 

a result, in a first approximation, the temperature rise in the tissues for relatively short heating 

times and smooth heating patterns can be analytically solved using the following equation: 

𝑇(𝑡) ≈ 1 − exp (− )       [2] 

Where T(t) denotes the temperature rise as opposed to absolute temperature in Eq. (1). 

According to Eq. (2), temperature should reach a plateau due to an equilibrium between energy 

deposition and blood cooling after 3, where  =ρCp/B. Considering  = 1000 kg/m3 in both 

white and grey matter, Cp = 3600 J/kg/K in white matter (3700 J/kg/K in grey matter) and B = 

16000 W/m3/K in white matter (45000 W/m3/K in grey matter) (22), quasi-equilibrium should be 

reached after approximately 12 min for white matter and 4 min for grey matter. However there 

has been only limited in vivo data available validating this model. Direct measurements of RF 

induced brain heating were performed using fluoroptic probes in anaesthetized swine (23–25) 

along with MRT studies on an anesthetized baboon (13) and calves of human volunteers (2). 

In these studies, temperature was monitored continuously during RF exposure, but no plateau 

was captured. Yet it is not clear how the invasiveness of the optical probe measurements or 

anesthesia could affect temperature in the animal studies. In low-perfused tissues such as skin 

and muscle, observing a plateau also requires long acquisition times, with non-negligible 

diffusion effects, and thus reliable methods to extract quantitative MRT information.  

To date, measuring temperature rise maps on the order of 1°C in vivo and non-invasively has 

been a great challenge, hampering efforts to validate Pennes’ bioheat model in normal 

conditions and on volunteers. The accuracy of the PRFS method suffers from field 

disturbances and because RF fields generated by MR coils induce relatively spread and 

smooth temperature rises, self-referenced approaches cannot be easily used (26). NMR field 

sensors have shown great efficiency in monitoring and correcting in vivo for spatiotemporal 

field fluctuations up to the third order of the spherical harmonics decomposition, encompassing 

magnetic field fluctuations related to scanner instabilities, head or limb motion and physiology 

(27). The aim of the current study was to assess the ability of field monitoring to retrospectively 

correct RF induced temperature rises measured with the PRFS method at 7T to increase 

accuracy and precision. Such methodology could be useful to explore the safety limits enforced 

during MRI examinations and confront SAR levels estimated in numerical simulations to 
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experimental temperature rises (28). Phantom experiments with deliberate field disturbances 

are first presented and are compared with optical probe measurements to validate the method. 

Preliminary measurements on an anaesthetized macaque are also reported as an attempt to 

detect the plateau of temperature predicted by the Pennes’ model. 

 

Methods 

Data acquisition 

Study design 

MRT experiments were performed on an agar-gel phantom and on one anaesthetized 

macaque with a 2D-GRE sequence that was run continuously in normal SAR conditions. 

Magnetic field fluctuations related to scanner instabilities, head or limb motion and physiology 

(cardiac and breathing cycles etc...) that occurred during the scans were recorded using 16 

field sensors. They were used to reconstruct retrospectively the MR images with a spherical 

harmonics decomposition that included field coefficients of the zeroth and first order (i.e. B0, 

Gx, Gy and Gz terms) (27). For the phantom experiment, temperature was also measured with 

an optical probe (FISO Technologies Inc., Quebec, Canada) to establish reference values. 

As a first step, the accuracy and precision of this thermometry protocol was assessed by 

running a 20 minutes scan (10 minutes for the macaque) with a SAR inferior to 1% of the 

maximum level allowed by the scanner in its normal mode of operation, i.e. with maximum 

global and 10 g peak SAR equal to 3.2 W/kg and 10 W/kg respectively (18), according to 

numerical simulations performed by the coil manufacturer and incorporating a safety factor of 

approximately 2. No measurable temperature change was expected to occur during this scan, 

thereafter referred to as stability scan. As the next step, the ability of this method to detect a 

temperature change was tested by running scans with concurrent RF heating. Energy was 

deposited by means of a non-selective high-energy RF pulse that was added before the 

excitation pulse in the 2D-GRE sequence. This pulse was played by the transmission imaging 

coil and with 100 kHz offset from the water resonance to avoid spin excitation, enabling 

continuous imaging and temperature measurement (29). To possibly observe the temperature 

plateau of Eq. (2) on the macaque, the heating scan duration was set to 20 minutes. 

Given that scans and RF heating ran continuously during tens of minutes, the phase of in vivo 

images was corrupted by motion. To account for this, the 2D-GRE sequence was acquired in 

3 orthogonal planes (sagittal, coronal and transversal slices acquired in a sequential manner) 

for subsequent 3D motion tracking. Images were thus used for both thermometry 

measurements and motion estimate. A schematic view of the study is given in Figure 1.  
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MR imaging 

MR scans were performed on a Magnetom 7T scanner (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, 

Germany) equipped with the Nova 1Tx-32Rx head coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, MA, USA). 

A second order shim was performed prior to the imaging scans that consisted in an anatomical 

sequence followed by reference scans (used for B0 mapping and sensitivity profile estimation), 

MRT stability and heating scans.  

The anatomical sequence was an MPRAGE with TR/TE/TI 3070/2.8/1100 ms, flip angle 9°, 1 

mm isotropic resolution, 160 sagittal slices, FOV 256 mm, parallel imaging with GRAPPA 

(R=2), resulting in an acquisition time of 6:41 min. Reference scans were performed with a 

single-slice 2D-GRE sequence that included 4 echoes and TR 28 ms, TE1/TE2/TE3/TE4 

2.67/3.41/4.15/4.89 ms, 3x3x5 mm3 resolution, FOV 192 mm, flip angle 4°, pixel bandwidth 

2000 Hz/Px. Three reference scans were acquired: one in the sagittal plane, one in the coronal 

plane and one in the transversal plane. The 2D-GRE MRT scans were performed in the same 

three planes with same bandwidth per pixel and resolution. Other parameters were: TR 28 ms, 

TE 22 ms in vitro and 15 ms in vivo, excitation pulse flip angle 10°, acquisition time per slice 

1.8 s, rectangular heating pulse of 3.5 ms with 100 kHz offset. The heating pulse was disabled 

for the stability scan. For the heating scans the flip angle was adjusted to reach the desired 

SAR level. 

 

Magnetic field monitoring 

The field sensors setup (Skope MRT, Zurich, Switzerland), consisting of 16 19F NMR field 

probes, was positioned on the receive part of the coil. This setup was used to record the 

magnetic field evolution concurrently with the image acquisition every 112 ms. The data of the 

field probes was used to perform a spatial field expansion on a full 2nd order spherical 

harmonics basis (i.e. k0, kx, ky, kz and five additional terms). The skipped k-space lines that 

could not be monitored due to the short TR (28 ms) of the 2D-GRE scan were interpolated. 

 

Phantom validation 

This protocol was first tested on a 16-cm diameter spherical water phantom composed of 1% 

agar and doped with a mixture of CuSO4 (0.25 g/L) and NaCl (4 g/L). Reference temperature 

was monitored with a fiber optic probe inserted in the phantom, and its position was determined 

using a proton-density weighted image. Three MRT experiments were performed on the 
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phantom. The first experiment was used to determine the frequency shift per degree Celsius 

(, in ppm/°C) in the phantom by maximizing the correlation between MRT and optical probe 

measurements. It consisted in a 35 minute long scan (392 series of sagittal, coronal and 

transversal slices) designed as follows: 5 minutes without heating but with low-SAR imaging, 

followed by 20 minutes at maximal SAR (100% of the level allowed by the scanner in its normal 

mode of operation) and then 10 minutes without heating. The second experiment was 

performed to test the robustness of the method to field disturbances. The same settings as in 

the first experiment were used while the field was disturbed between the 15th and 20th minutes 

of the scan by moving a second water phantom at the entrance of the scanner tunnel. The 

third experiment was a 20-minute stability scan performed to quantify the accuracy and 

precision of the method in this ideal motionless case. 

 

In vivo scans 

The phase stability of in vivo images in the MRT context is very sensitive to motion (7), 

especially at high field. Motion-induced field disturbances caused by motion of sources located 

inside the head (air cavities) are not well captured by the field sensors which assume external 

and smooth fluctuations decomposable into low-order spherical harmonics (27). In order to 

limit the impact of motion on temperature measurements, in vivo experiments were performed 

on an anaesthetized macaque (Macaca mulatta adult male, weight 10 kg) placed in the supine 

position. This study was conducted in accordance with the European convention for animal 

care and the NIH’s Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and was approved by 

the institutional ethical committee (CETEA protocol A19-012). For anesthesia induction, the 

animal received an intramuscular injection of ketamine and medetomidine (0.4/0.4 mL) and 

the anesthesia was maintained using sevoflurane (1%) with 50/50 air/O2 mix. The macaque 

was covered with a non-heating blanket, intubated and mechanically ventilated with a 

respiration rate of 18 cycles/min. Physiological monitoring included heart rate, oxygen 

saturation, respiratory rate, expired/inspired sevoflurane concentration and end-tidal CO2. 

Antisedan (0.2 mL) was used to wake up the macaque after the MR examination. MRT scans 

acquired on the macaque had a TE of 15 ms to counteract rapid signal decay due to large 

nasal cavities. Heating scans of 100% and 50% maximum SAR were carried out, followed by 

a stability scan. MRT scans were separated by 10 min breaks to allow returning to basal 

conditions. The stability scan was 10 min long, while the heating scans were 35 min long (same 

design as the phantom heating scans, i.e. 5 min pre-RF heating, 20 min RF heating and 10 

min post-RF heating). Given the supposedly small temperature rises induced in these MRI 

normal conditions, no significant changes in Eq. (1) thermal parameters were expected (30).  
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Post-processing 

Image reconstruction 

Image reconstruction was carried out offline using the skope-i software (Skope MRT, Zurich, 

Switzerland). In a first step, B0 maps and coil sensitivity profiles were estimated from the 

sagittal, coronal and transversal reference scans. In a second step, these B0 maps were used 

to reconstruct images of the individual channels of the MRT scans using either 1) the nominal 

Cartesian k-space trajectories (referred to as nominal images), or 2) the actual trajectories 

recorded by the field sensors with additional B0 fluctuation correction (corrected images) 

through an iterative conjugate gradient algorithm that included zeroth and first order field 

coefficients of the spherical harmonics (i.e. k0, kx, ky and kz terms) (31). Spherical harmonics 

correction was limited to the first order terms due to greater uncertainty on the coefficients of 

the second order. Complex combined images were reconstructed by multiplying the individual 

coil images by their respective sensitivity profiles and summing them.  

 

Sensitivity to motion 

Despite anesthesia, in vivo MRT images were still affected by motion, inferred as a fast (slice-

to-slice) motion caused by cardiac pulsation and a slow motion due to muscle relaxation. As a 

preliminary step, influence of motion on the phase was estimated with numerical simulations. 

The method of Salomir et al. (32) was applied on the human head model described in (33,34) 

while the field direction was rotated to mimic motion while avoiding discretization errors (35). 

Field maps of the brain shimmed to the second order were simulated with an isotropic 

resolution of 1 mm, then the field was rotated by 2° around either the Left-Right (LR), 

Anteroposterior (AP) or Head-Foot (HF) axis to simulate a head rotation. The effect of a 1 mm 

translation in each direction was also tested. A numerical model of the macaque not being 

available, the main purpose of these simulations was to provide rough guidelines and intuition 

about the sensitivity of the phase versus motion. 

The simulations (Figure 2) showed that rotations around the LR axis impacted particularly the 

resonance frequency on the frontal lobe and on the cerebellum, while rotations around the AP 

axis impacted the temporal lobes. Furthermore, the LR rotation left only a small region of the 

brain with less than 1 Hz shift. Rotations around the HF axis and translations barely affected 

the resonance frequency. The center of the brain appeared the area of the brain the most 

robust to motion. Thus, the 2D-GRE acquisition scheme was decided based upon these 

observations. A small area in the sagittal view may be reasonably robust to rotations around 
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AP and HF axis, while a higher sensitivity to a rotation around LR axis may require additional 

means to correct for it, provided the rotations are known. As a result, three orthogonal slices 

were sequentially acquired to capture rotation parameters while the main temperature 

measurement focus was in the sagittal view.  

 

Figure 1: Frequency shift induced by head rotations. Frequency shift induced by head 

rotations of 2° around the Left-Right (LR) and Anteroposterior (AP) axis on the coronal and 

sagittal planes. Areas with a frequency shift inferior to 1 Hz appear in white. 

 

Motion-based phase and temperature correction 

Motion parameters were estimated on magnitude images with McFlirt (36) as follows: for each 

orthogonal plane, the 55 first images of the time series, corresponding to the first five minutes 

of the scan without RF heating, were averaged to create a new template image (15). This 

template image was then used as a reference to register the whole time series with 3 degrees 

of freedom (1 rotation and 2 translations), so that a total of 3 rotation and 6 translation 

parameters were estimated for each scan. Only rotations were taken into account in the 

processing pipeline given their superior impact found in the simulations but also to minimize 

the amount of post-processing. Motion parameters were estimated separately for nominal and 

field-sensors corrected images. 

The rotation parameters estimated on magnitude images were then used to correct phase 

images. For each MRT scan, images acquired during the first five minutes were used as a 

dictionary to estimate the influence of rotation parameters on the phase of each voxel (37). 

Indeed, as no heating pulse was applied during this period, phase variations were considered 

to be caused only by head rotations. To estimate the influence of the rotation parameters on 

the phase on each voxel, a linear regression corrected for the voxel mean signal was 

performed. The resulting coefficients were then applied to the whole time series as an attempt 
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to compensate for head rotations in the heating and post-heating periods. Likewise, this 

correction was applied to both nominal and field-sensors corrected images. 

 

Temperature computation 

Temperature change at time t and position r was computed from nominal and corrected images 

as: 

∆𝑇 (𝑟) =
∆ ( ⃗)

        [3] 

where ΔTt is the temperature change (°C), Δϕt is the phase difference between time t and a 

reference (rad),  is the Larmor frequency (Hz), α is the frequency shift per degree Celsius (-

0.01 ppm/°C in vivo (4)) and TE is the echo time (s).  

 

Results 

Phantom results 

The value of α for the phantom was determined using images of the first heating scan that 

were corrected for first order spherical harmonics field fluctuations. Fitting the phase measured 

at probe location to probe recordings yielded α = -0.015 ppm/°C (R2 = 0.99). Resulting 

temperature variation maps (Figure 3a), computed after 20 minutes of RF heating, showed a 

hotspot located at the back of the coil, where temperature rise reached 0.6°C and 0.7°C for 

the nominal and corrected images, respectively. The latter resulted in higher temperature rise 

due to field drift correction in the reconstruction pipeline. Interestingly, Figure 3a shows that 

the nominal and corrected scenarios do not merely differ by a global temperature offset (mean 

difference 0.11°C, standard deviation of the difference 0.04°C) that could simply be corrected 

by zeroth-order B0 correction.  

Results at probe location for the heating scan performed with field disturbances (Figure 3b) 

show that the major field changes induced by a secondary phantom movement in the scanner 

tunnel were captured by the field probes and corrected to a large extent, whereas the 

uncorrected approach naturally failed. 
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Figure 2: Heat scan results for the phantom. (a) Sagittal, coronal and transversal maps of 

the temperature variation computed after 20 minute scan at the maximal SAR level allowed by 

the scanner manufacturer in the normal mode of operation. These maps were computed from 

images reconstructed with nominal trajectories (upper row) and trajectories corrected with first 

order spherical harmonics fluctuations (lower row). (b) Temperature variation measured by the 

fiber optical probe and from nominal and field sensors-based corrected MRT images at probe 

location, in field disturbed conditions. 

 

During the stability scan, the fiber optic probe recorded a slow temperature rise (+0.03°C over 

20 minutes, Figure 4) that the field-sensor correction scheme was able to capture. The root 

mean square error computed between fiber optical probe data and MRT measurements was 

0.034°C for the nominal images and 0.021°C for the corrected images. Inclusion of spherical 

harmonics correction in the reconstruction corrected for the drift, but not for the noise peak-to-

peak amplitude, which was comparable for both reconstruction methods in this in vitro 

scenario. 
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Figure 3: Stability scan results for the phantom. Temperature variation measured by the 

fiber optical probe and from nominal and field sensors-based corrected MRT images at probe 

location over the 20 minutes scan at <1% of the maximal SAR. 

 

Macaque scans 

Nominal and corrected temperature maps computed for the macaque brain during the stability 

scan are overlaid over their anatomical reference image in Figure 5a. The average temperature 

variation computed from nominal images over the time-series showed a good homogeneity 

over the brain and an average ΔT close to 0°C. Maps obtained from corrected images showed 

a gradient of temperature in the head-foot direction and an average ΔT slightly inferior to 0°C. 

Figure 5b displays the standard deviation map of the stability scan, calculated over the time 

series, the temperature being corrected for linear signal drift. As expected from the simulations, 

standard deviation was not homogeneous over the whole brain and reflected the sensitivity of 

the phase versus motion (see Figure 2). The standard deviation of the detrended signal was 

lower when including rotation regressors in the post-processing pipeline. No improvement here 

was observed when going from temperature measured from nominal images to field-sensor 

corrected images.  

From the standard deviation maps, a voxel with low standard deviation, likely more robust to 

motion, was selected and its temporal signal was plotted on Figures 5e and 5f. There was a 

slow drift of the temperature computed from field-sensor corrected images that could not be 

observed on temperature computed from nominal images, as it was partly compensated by a 

slow B0 and kz drift. A temperature fluctuation of about 0.15°C can be observed on these plots. 

There was no significant rotation of the macaque head during the stability scan (Figures 5c 

and d). Therefore, inclusion of rotation regressors did not affect average temperature 

measurement on this scan, while it reduced slightly its standard deviation. 
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Figure 4: Stability scan results for the macaque. (a) Mean and standard deviation 

temperature variation maps computed over a 10 minute scan without RF heating. Standard 

deviation maps were computed from voxel-wise detrended signals. Temperature variation 

maps were computed from images reconstructed with nominal trajectories (upper row) and 

first order spherical harmonics field correction (lower row). Temperature computed from phase 

images corrected with rotation regressors around LR, AP and HF axis are also displayed. (b) 

and (c) Rotation parameters (top) and time evolution of the temperature computed from the 

nominal images and corrected images, respectively, in the voxel indicated by the white cross 

(in a). 

 

After 20 minutes of heating at 50% of the maximal SAR (Figure 6), temperature rise reached 

about 0.4°C for the nominal images (without and with rotation regressors) in the voxel of 

interest, -0.3°C for the field-sensor corrected images without rotation regressors and 0.2°C 

with rotation regressors. Field-sensor corrected images suffered from rotations around the AP 

axis, which resulted in negative temperatures when rotation regressors were not taken into 

account. During the first five minutes of the scan, when there was no heating, temperature 

remained constant. Then, during the heating period, temperature increased but a plateau could 

not be easily observed. When heating stopped, temperature kept increasing for the nominal 
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images which were affected by field drift, while it decreased for field-sensor corrected images, 

as expected. Fitting Eq. (2) to the heating period returned the solid lines in Figures 6b and 6c 

with the following time-constants: 37 (𝜒 𝑑𝑜𝑓⁄ = 1.4) and 16 (𝜒 𝑑𝑜𝑓⁄ = 0.8) min without and 

with regressors correction for the nominal images, respectively, versus 3 (𝜒 𝑑𝑜𝑓⁄ = 1.2) min 

for the field-sensor corrected images with regressors (the one without regressors returning 

negative temperatures). The heating scan performed at maximal SAR (Figure 7) resulted in 

higher temperature rise. In the voxel of interest, temperature increase reached about 0.7°C for 

the nominal images and 0.5°C for the corrected images, roughly yielding the expected factor 

of 2 compared to the scan performed at 50% of the maximal SAR. Temperature did not reach 

a plateau for this scan, and after the heating period the temperature decreased very slowly. In 

this case, the time constants for the heating periods were: 10 min for nominal images (without 

and with rotation regressors) (𝜒 𝑑𝑜𝑓⁄ = 1.2 and 𝜒 𝑑𝑜𝑓⁄ = 1.4) versus 10 (𝜒 𝑑𝑜𝑓⁄ = 1.1) and 

12 (𝜒 𝑑𝑜𝑓⁄ = 1.1) min for field-sensor corrected images without and with rotation regressors, 

respectively.  

 

Figure 5: 50% Heat scan results for the macaque. (a) Temperature variation maps 

computed after 20 minute scan at 50 % of the maximal SAR. These maps were computed from 

nominal images (upper row) and corrected images (lower row), without (left column) and with 

(right column) inclusion of rotation regressors around LR, AP and HF axis in the post-

processing pipeline. (b) and (c) Time evolution of temperature variation computed from the 

nominal images and corrected images, respectively, in the voxel indicated by the white cross 

in (a). Temperature rise during the RF-heating period was fitted to Pennes’ simplified equation 

(Equation 2) to yield the solid lines.  
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Figure 6: 100% Heat scan results for the macaque. (a) Temperature variation maps 

computed after 20 minute scan at maximal SAR. These maps were computed from nominal 

images (upper row) and corrected images (lower row), without (left column) and with (right 

column) inclusion of rotation regressors around LR, AP and HF axis in the post-processing 

pipeline. (b) and (c) Time evolution of temperature variation computed from the nominal images 

and corrected images, respectively, in the voxel indicated by the white cross in (a). Solid lines 

represent the fit of Equation (2) during the RF heating periods. 

 

Discussion and conclusion 

In this study, correction of magnetic field fluctuations measured with field sensors up to the 

first order of the spherical harmonics decomposition improved the accuracy of temperature 

measurement in a phantom, especially when the field was disturbed. It also showed that 

beyond zeroth-order correction as it is commonly done with fat-referenced techniques had a 

non-negligible impact. Provided field disturbances are smooth enough, they can be well 

captured by a relatively small number of NMR field probes. When applying such methodology 

in vivo, even if nominal images could yield comparable results to the corrected ones, the field 

disturbance experiment data in general boosts confidence in the results obtained with field 

monitoring and in vivo. In the brain of the anaesthetized macaque, such a correction allowed 

retrieving the slow temperature decay, possibly provoked by anesthesia (38). While inclusion 

of magnetic field fluctuations in the reconstruction improved the accuracy of the measurement, 

it did not improve its precision which yielded about 0.15°C in the macaque brain.  

Field corrections to the first order of the spherical harmonics decomposition were shown 

sufficient to remove most artefacts in T2
*-weighted acquisitions (39), so that inclusion in the 

current study of higher order terms would not likely improve data quality significantly. Most of 

the noise in the time series appeared to originate from the cardiac pulsation and resulted in a 

periodical motion of the brain. Methods aiming at reducing noise in PRFS temperature 
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measurements (15–17) were not implemented here in order to minimize the amount of post-

processing for a fair comparison between image reconstruction methods. Despite anesthesia, 

the influence of motion on the phase turned out to be high in some regions (7). As a result, 

reliable estimate of small temperature rises everywhere in the brain was rendered difficult. 

Based on simulation, the strategy used here was to focus on a sagittal slice to possibly observe 

a temperature hotspot as measured in phantom studies with the same coil (20) and attempt 

detecting a temperature plateau in a zone relatively robust to head motion. In addition to 

focusing on a brain zone little affected by motion, the inclusion of head motion regressors in 

the post-processing pipeline appeared helpful. This correction however suffered from several 

weaknesses, so that the phase of voxels located in the outer parts of the brain was too 

corrupted to be corrected. Images were indeed acquired with both low spatial and temporal 

resolutions, especially since they were acquired in the sagittal, coronal and transversal planes 

sequentially to estimate motion in every orientation, which could explain discrepancies 

between nominal and corrected images. A better estimate of motion and faster acquisition 

schemes could potentially improve temperature measurement. External devices were recently 

developed to monitor head motion at no time cost (e.g. optical tracking), but no such device 

was available on site. Another way of improving motion detection would be to accelerate image 

acquisition, both to reduce intrascan motion and to increase the sampling frequency. Parallel 

imaging was not used in the current study because sensitivity profiles could only be estimated 

from a scan acquired at the beginning of the time series in the image reconstruction software, 

which is not accurate when motion occurs. Faster image acquisition could also be achieved, 

for instance through acquisition schemes such as the EPI sequence (40), so that motion 

parameters could be more reliably estimated with 3D brain volumes. 

After 20-minute heating at the maximal SAR level allowed by the scanner in its normal mode 

of operation, an increase of approximately 0.5°C was measured in the center of the macaque 

brain. The rise was about twice lower when the SAR was halved. The power deposited by the 

heating pulse was 5.5 W for the scan at 50% of the maximal SAR and 11 W for the scan at 

maximal SAR. According to (20), where a pulse of 16 W resulted in a local SAR hotspot of 6 

W/kg in a head phantom, in the current study the corresponding local SAR hotspot could reach 

2 W/kg and 4 W/kg for the 50% and 100% SAR scans, respectively. The heating scan 

performed at 50% SAR, reconstructed with field sensor-recorded trajectories and corrected for 

motion, returned a reasonable time constant of 3 minutes for the fit of Eq. (2) but was not 

reproduced at higher SAR. The standard deviation of this scan was however relatively high 

relative to its mean signal. At maximal SAR, no plateau was reached during the 20-minute 

heating period and the data seemingly more robust to motion returned a time constant of up 

to 12 minutes, far from what is expected from the literature for white and gray matter (22). The 
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use of anesthetic agents could explain the deviation from the expected behavior. A 

thermoregulation study performed on macaques showed that ketamine did not disturb the 

vasomotor response of the animals but that it slightly reduced sweating and tended to increase 

body temperature in high temperature regimes (38). A slow increase of blood temperature 

could thus have occurred during heating experiments and may have prevented from reaching 

the expected plateau. This could however not be verified since the macaque body temperature 

was not monitored during the experiment. The size of the macaque was relatively small 

compared to the coil, so that approximately a third of the macaque volume fitted into it and was 

thus exposed to the heating pulse, possibly leading to an increase in the macaque body 

temperature. In addition, heat diffusion may have occurred during the cooling period and could 

explain the slow temperature decay in the last period that did not return to its initial value after 

15 minutes. In the literature, studies that recorded the temperature continuously during RF-

heating experiments also failed to observe such a plateau (2,13,23–25). These studies were 

however all performed on anaesthetized animals or on lowly perfused organs which may have 

prevented the expected plateau to arise. More complex models, that include additional 

parameters, were proposed to better estimate tissue temperature (41,42). It certainly calls for 

additional work to investigate such effects on human volunteers and in normal MRI conditions. 

A thorough validation of Pennes’ model remains highly desirable to strengthen confidence in 

the numerical safety assessments in MRI exams (28) as well as to possibly boost performance 

at ultra-high-field (43,44).  

Limits of this study include the absence of reference temperature recordings in vivo and the 

fact that measurements were performed only on one macaque. They should be thus 

considered preliminary. The results obtained in vitro nevertheless demonstrate that the use of 

field sensors increased the confidence in the temperature measurements, which can 

supposedly be transposed in vivo. Further developments are required to better handle motion 

and apply this method on humans. Yet, it should be stressed that even prospective motion 

correction techniques (45) would not solve the problem because they address the geometrical 

consistency of the data acquisition and not the motion-induced field changes. Head fixation 

(https://caseforge.co/) and post-processing methods based on dictionaries or simulations 

appear possible candidates. 

In conclusion, this study showed the benefits of including correction of the magnetic field 

perturbations up to the first order of the spherical harmonics decomposition in PRFS 

temperature measurements. Phantom measurements with deliberate field disturbances as well 

as preliminary measurements on an anaesthetized macaque were presented. Head motion-

induced field changes appear a daunting challenge to measure accurately temperature maps 

non-invasively in vivo and in normal MRI RF exposure conditions. Given these great obstacles, 
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an intermediate goal is proposed to be the qualitative validation of Pennes’ model with the 

observation of a temperature plateau in highly perfused tissues and in conditions (time-scales, 

heating patterns) where heat diffusion can be safely neglected. 
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